EARN SHRM RECERTIFICATION CREDITS AT SJSU:
HRM IN TECH: KEYS TO SUCCESS

PROGRAM OVERVIEW:
Tech firms are ubiquitous in our region. How do organizations manage the people who work in this industry? What role does organization culture and leadership play in this? Is HRM for firms in Tech different from those that are not based on knowledge resources? The course will address the unique concerns faced by HR managers in Tech – a highly relevant subject for Silicon Valley.

THE SJSU ADVANTAGE: Expert SJSU faculty combine instruction with hands-on learning using discussion, group exercises and case studies.

RECERTIFICATION: This program is valid for 4 PDC’s towards SHRM-CP and SHRM-SCP recertification.

SEMINAR DETAILS

TOPICS COVERED:
What makes HRM in Tech different from others
How can Tech companies ensure diversity
Is work life balance achievable in Tech
How can Tech companies create a culture of inclusiveness

INSTRUCTOR: SUMITA RAGHURAM IS THE ALAN AND LORI KESSLER ENDOWED PROFESSOR (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT) IN THE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AT SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

WHEN: April 25, 2020 | 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: April 17, 2020
FEE: $200.00
REGISTER: www.sjsu.edu/ipp/shrm-recertification
VENUE: BBC 323 - San Jose State University
CONTACT: Rick Partridge
instituteprofpeopleperformance@sjsu.edu